
Ha-Ra® Chemical-free fibre-based cleaning systems
designed to outlast and out-perform all other cleaning products.

Ha-Ra® maximizes your safety by minimizing your exposure as well as that of the
environment to toxic agents ……… effortlessly.!!!
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Ha-Ra® the pioneers in Micro Fibre
Cleaning Technology, have proven to be
No.1 World Wide with successful
representation in over 55 countries.

With the edge in technology and an
extensive product range, Ha-Ra® can give
you the right cleaning solution for almost
any surface.

The user friendly floor systems, the sturdy
gloves, all the different cloths and the award
winning window cleaners as well as the
handy press butler etc, etc., together offer
you the perfect cleaning system that meets
all Occupational Health & Safety standards.

So, who can use Ha-Ra® ?
Ha-Ra® comes from a commercial cleaning
background and has over the years been
adopted as the product of choice by many
professional cleaners as well as by
environmentally conscious households.

The Ha-Ra® product range can be used to
professionally clean almost any surface
inside and outside. It achieves better results
than any other cleaning method without an
increase in cost.
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Using Ha-Ra® is also a positive step
towards running a successful business as
the products are very efficient, easy to use
and extremely durable.

Much faster than any conventional
method of cleaning, cost effective
without the ongoing purchase of

cleansers and detergents.

Not having to use chemicals results in a
much better environment for the cleaner
and for those that are exposed to the area
afterwards – as well of course, the
environment also benefits

Ha-Ra® Australia has a state-based
distribution network that can provide
professional training, and support.

We guarantee that you will be more
than satisfied!

Contact:         Hannie Leferink
Hotline 1300 36 12 72
Phone/Fax (03) 9769 9269
Address 15 Telford Drive

Berwick 3806
Email haravic@ha-ra.com.au
URL www.ha-ra.com.au

P.S. The Ha-Ra products use 50% less water.


